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Yemeni Arabic transcript: 

 
�ه� :7C D,ة وA"#  7"5 @ا(47م <!�?� < =ي د3�ج، :,6789 #"! �ه� و345 �ه� 2�(1'01 وا(-�ري وا(-,آ� وا()'&، و#"! �ه�: م

وا()V�دی, <!�?� 0U2 678T5 ،0U2 آT�ر، #"! �ه� S,اO85  . ،&R ی LM تPF ا(,ز، O85 ی LM :4ق ا(,زوI�ء :F8: G7�ت،
�WF)ا X"Y48> 7,ة أوTط آ�678 2"T5م، و�(ت ،\T")ة ا,W ") �]17M?2. و �7[: ،\T")ة ا,W ^ ،\T")ة ا,W ^ 4ذا ه�0 هU

48> 678T5 ،ط�"T)ا �:7[ �طو5"7 �2" X"Y . XV!'>و �F) L45ای XV!'>و X"Y48> ط�678 2"T5 A>و ،PY=)0 دا09 اUT)ا �5"7 
X1S�? رة`T4رة، آaT> رة`Tأو <. آ X>4b 678V!'> 0#cا O'I dF? ،X>4e)ا ,e-? زمf ج�د3 G?cوg?678 وV!' . � ه �?�م؟ <!�ت)

. (d7'l ا(k�4S dF?j2یX ه07 و#,?01 :4ق ا. <!�?� ه � T5[�ن، ه07 ی! D ه07 و#,?01. :'01  
?V=ر ?G:4a؟: ل  
اoن ^,5 � هnا ا(d7'l دا09 ا(=PY، ا(d7'l ا(k�j2، ا('D هTI 4�رة 0U2 6I . هnا ه4 ا(d7'l. هnا ه4 ا(d7'l ا(k�j2: م

� و()� یF) و#,?01وآT`رة ?�X1S 5"7 �ه� <p!2 A وه07و2"�ط و45ایL و4bم، ]7'V?�2 q=ا(,ز  و2!= آ �]#4: dF?�2 وا,
7'V?�2و> Gء�(8,ی6 < �4#[: r7M?�2 6أآ4اب رز و2!=ی X!kت ،�وu> . =!2 (8,ی6، ه4 2)� ی!�دل، t2 ()� یD"C ا(,ز آ�<0. !�ه

PFت <6 ت�F8: G7: ء�Iدا09 و Dذي ا(=ي ه�ه X(F')ا G#4: dF? ؟uأی G#4: dF? ،ا(,ز PY=)4ق ا: dF? q=آ . ،\T")ء ا� bأ
LM أ ی=Tی �() ،L4ایF)ا A> اnه X(F')ا d7'9 اnا('4نه G7"!7, :4ق ا(,ز، ویU!)ا GV5 dVkي.  ی= > q4(kی q=ن آ�S O'I .

q4(kیی X(F')ا j5 ى= )ا D !ي ی= > �Yل :4ق ا(,ز إ` .  
�؟^V? x7=ر ?GF'U: لF) A>  
�<)-GF'U? 6: مF'2 ج�ل ا(=3=T8k?  . t2 6-(> y(k2 G)=T8k? 6-0و<)M:ی-4ن ه4 أ DS X(F')ج أو ا�(=3�2 . G"F?�2 نoوا

  .)j5 G:4 ا(D:`Tl ا(
 

English translation: 

 
M: Today we have chicken mandy. We cut two chickens and seasoned them with pepper, curry, 
turmeric and salt. We chopped them into little pieces and put them in a pot with holes in it, so it 
cooks above the rice. The ingredients: we have onions, two big onions, we cut them in slices and 
we added them to the cooking pot, okay? And two large or medium potatoes. This is the cooking 
pot, there are onions inside and now we put in the potatoes, two medium sized potatoes. We put 
the onions inside, and two medium sized potatoes and a spoonful of meat seasonings and a 
spoonful of dried ground coriander. Since this is chicken, we have to put in a lot of garlic, we put 
in at least two spoonfuls or two and a half spoonfuls of garlic, okay? We have black pepper here, 
black pepper and cardamom and cloves, we put some of them on the mixture. 
L: Can we see it? 
M: This is the previous mixture, this is it. Now we put this mixture in the cooking pot, this 
mixture consists of onions, potatoes, seasonings, garlic, dried coriander, cardamom and cloves 
are all together. We stir them till they turn red then we will put nine cups of rice to fry with them 
and will add two liters of water. Not [necessarily] two liters, about two liters, [just] till it covers 
the rice. After this, what do we put on top of the cooking pot? We put the meat on top of it in a 
pot with holes in its bottom. While cooking, the juice of this mixture of meat and seasonings will 
start dropping on the rice giving it the color once the mixture starts cooking. For this reason they 
call it mandy, it means that the nada (moisture) of the meat drops on the rice. 
L: Can we make it with meat (not chicken)? 
M: We can replace the chicken with meat. We can also replace it with fish, but it’s best to have it 
with either chicken or meat. Now we will put it in the mofa1 of the bread. 
 
                                                 
1  Mofah: a well-like oven, made of mud, used to cook traditional dishes and bread over burning wood and coal. 
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